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FOHEWORD 
Studies of the hydrographic conditions along standard 
sections have been carried out in the Norwegian Sea for 
many years. The most notable of these sections is probably 
the Sognefjord Section Helland-Hansc=m (1934) reported on 
early investigations of it, and more recently SCBlen (1959 
and 1963) has examined in detail the changes in volume tran-
sport across it and has discussed possible causes of the 
pronounced vvaviness in the isotherms and isohalines which 
is found in the temperature and salinity distributions 
whenever it, or any other section in the Norwegian Sea, 
is 1ivorked. 
As a result of these ruld other investigations it has 
l)ecomG apparent to Norwegian and Bri tish workers over the 
last few years that, in order to make further progress in 
the study of the variability of· the temperature cmd salini ty 
conditions in the Norwegian Sea, use must be made of the 
moored recordin(:; instruments which are now becoming avai-
lQble. 
Interest in the study of the physical variability 
of the oceans has also been growing rapidly recently in 
many other quarters. The Hydrography Committee of the Inter-
na tion_~l Council for the Exploration of the Sea (ICES) has 
paid increasing attention to it at the annual meetings of 
the Cotmcil and has set up a vvorking group on the subject. 
Further, ICES intend,s to hold a symposium on the "Physical 
Variability of the North Atlantic Ocean and its adjacent 
soas" at Dublin in September 1969. The IntergovernnlGntal 
Oceanographic Commission (IOC) also has a working group 
on the same subject and one of its scientific advisory 
bodies, the Scientific Committee on OceaDic Research (SCOR) 
held a symposium on Variability in the Ocean in Rome in 
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May 1966. In order to encourage the development of the 
necessary recording instrumentation for the study of varia-
bili ty SCOR has established a Vforking Group on Continuous 
Velocity Measurements. 
It was against this background that scientists at 
the Geophysical Institute~ Bergen and the Fisheries Labo-
.ratory, Lowestoft, decided to mount their 1967 study of 
physical variabili.ty of the Norwegian Sea which forms the 
subject of this report •. lts aim was the repeated working 
over'a period of 2 months of ' a single hydrographic section 
along which, buoys· vd th recording instrumentation had been 
moored. 
rn. presenting a report on. this study- at this time it 
is our intention to make known the first resul:t:Ls-and to 
release the 'whole of the processed data', We feel that it· 
is proper to do this at an early date af.ter the completion 
of the work Cl t sea Ta ther than to withhold.' them until vve 
had wri tten-a-complete and detailed report, a task which . 
might take four or five years .. The processed data arf.;) held 
by the. insti tuti.ons listed belovv and are available on . request . 
It is our hope that other-vrorkers will use them to investi-
gate particular topics.· For example, ,our-colleague G. B0yum 
is already using some of them inconnexion with an air-sea 
interaction sfudy. We Durselves hope at a later date to 
carry out the power spectrum and tidal analyses of the 
current measurements. 
We thaJ.11{ the many colleagues who' made the investi-
gation possible 'by assisting in the preparation of the 
instrumentation, in carrying. out the research cruises and 
in the processing of the data. In particular, we would like 
to thank Ferris Wel)ster of the Woods Hole Oceanographic 
Institution for his kind assistance in the computer analysis 
of the current meter data, 
Institutions holding data from the 1967 Stud:y of 
Variability in the Norwegial'l Sea 
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Geoph:ysical Institute, Bergen, Norway: Temperature and 
salinity data both as print out and on punched cards 
(ICES format). Current meter data both as print out 
and on punch.ed cards. Meteorological data in manu-
script form. 
Fisheries Laborator:Y2 Lowestoft,Englanq: Temperature and 
salinity data as print out, but not data 'for Ocean 
Weather StatiDn METRO. Print out of der:i,.V'ed data, (6t 
specific volume anomaly, 'dynamic height anomaly, 
potential energy anomaly, geostrophic current and 
mass transport). Surface thermograph, GEK and bathy-
thermograph records; all in analogue form .. 
Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution, Woods Hole, Mass., 
D.S.A.: Current meter data as print out and on 
punched cards. 
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INTRODUCTION 
During April-May 1967 a variability study on hydro-
graphic parameters was carried out in the Norwegian Sea by 
the Geophysical Institute, Bergen, and Fisheries Laboratory, 
Lowestoft. Participating ships were: R.V. "H.U. Sverdrup" 
and R. V. "Helland-Hansen" and R. V. "Ernest Hol t", 
The observations were taken along the 66 0N parallel 
from 60 E to 20 W, thus passing through the position of 
Ocean Weather Station METRO where hydrographic stations 
have been taken since 1948 (Fig. 1). The investigations 
were concentrated in the Atlantic Water and mainly con-
cerned with periodical variations between 4 hours to 30 
days duration. 
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THE OBSERVATIONS 
Anchored huoys carrying recording current meters 
(Aanderaa, 1964) were placed in the following positions 
during the period 1-:-5 April by R.V. "H.U. Sverdrup": 
Station 
A 
B 
C 
D 
Position 
66°03'N 50 20'E 
65 059'N 4018'E 
66 0 01'H 20 04'E 
66°00 'liT 1035'E 
Sounding 
750 111 
1300 m 
1980 m 
2500 m 
Observation Depth 
200 m 
200 m 
200 m and 350 m 
350 m 
The positions of the current meters along the section are 
shovID in Figure 2a. 
The buoys were lifted for servlclng on 21-22 April 
and finally recovered by nov. "Helland-Hansen" on 20-22 May. 
The current meters recorded integrated current speed 
over 30 minute intervals and current direction and tempe-
rature at the beginning and end of each interval. 
Due to instrumental failure, at Station C at 200 m 
there are no current speed registrations after 23 April. 
The instrument placed at 350 m at Station C was lost, pro-
bably during launching, and consequently there are no ob-
servations from this location. The rest of the recording . 
instruments worked perfectly during the periods concerned, 
gi ving the following amQ1.,mt of data ~ 
Station 
A 
B 
C 
C 
D 
Observation 
depth 
200 m 
200 m 
200 m: speed 
direction and 
temperature 
350 m 
350 m 
Number of data 
2278 
2109 
864-
2249 
Ho observations 
2194 
Length of observation 
period 
47 days 11 hours 
43 days 22i hours 
18 days 7l hours 
46 days 20-k~ hours 
45 days 17 hours 
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The hydrographic stations were worked at fixed posi-
tions at about 10n.miles intervals along a section 190 n.miles 
long betvveen 60 E and 20 YT. Temperature and salinity were 
sampled at the following depths: 0, 50, 100, 150, 200, 300, 
400, 500, 600, 700, 800 E11ld 1000 m. A total number of 352 
stations were taken, covering altogether 17 crossings of 
the section. The details of the crossings are given in 
~lable 1 and shown in time sequence in Figure 2b. It should 
be noted that the hydrographic stations are numbered 1-20 
from east to west in contradistinction to the buoy stations 
which are lettered A-D. 
During crossings 'Nos. 2 and 4, GEK was used. Aboard 
R.V; tlErnest .Bol t" a SBa surfacethel"ll1ofjraph· was run con-
tinuously and at all stations a bathytherll10graph was lowered 
to 275 m. 
Near' buoy Station. C (66 0 1if-;" 20 E), . Nansen bottle casts 
rrere 'taken at 1 hour intervals du,.ring 24 hours on 20-21 May .. ' 
Meteorological observations were made at hourly in-
tervals whenever a research vessel was within the vicinity 
of the section. 
OCea1'1 Weather Station METRO was occupied ... by the .. 
Weather Ships ttPolarfront. Itland "Polarfront 11" taking 
,hydrographical. and. meteorological observations according to 
their. normal .programme as shovm in Table 2. 
The section is in an area of good Lora11 A coverage 
and the positions" of the research vessels could be fixed 
wi th .. an accuracy of ± 0.1 n. mile. 
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PREVAILING YVEATHER SYSTEMS 
The daily mean north and east components of the winds 
recorded at Ocean Heather Station METRO for the period 
29 March - 20 May are given in Figure 25. 
During the few days immediately before the buoy sta-
tions were laid there was a depression, low (A), to the 
sou theast of METRO and on 27 March winds there IV"ere north-
easterly and reached 40 knots. This depression moved to the 
Barents Sea and winds at METRO decreased to 5 knots, but on 
28 March a new 101'1 (B) developed to tho south of METRO and 
moved northeClstwards giving north to northwest winds at 
METIW of 35--45 knots, By 1 April these winds had moderated 
to 20 };:nots as the depresf3ioIJ. moved northwards, but a new 
low (C) "vas developing south of Iceland. On 2 April low 
C was to the east of Iceland with winds at METRO in the 
southeast quadrant Clnd reaching 48 knots, and by 3 April 
it was to the northvvest of WIETRO with vdnds there southerly 
and 30 knots. Lo>;! C continued to move northvvards and fill, 
but by 4 April low D was develo]Jing to the south of Iceland 
and moving Cluickly eastwards. This gave rise to north to 
northeast vrinds of 30 knots at METRO on 5 and 6 April. 
By 7 April, however? a ridge of high pressure rUl1l1ing 
northeast-southvrest was established over METRO and winds 
there "became northeasterly? 18 knots at first and thcn 
easterly, less than 10 knots, on 8 and 9 April. The ridge 
finally drifted southeastwards allowing a series of small 
depressions to pass through the Denmark Strait, and these 
gave rise to southwestcrly winds reaching '20-35 knots at 
METRO' on 11-15 April. Even stronger "winds, westerly at 38 
knots, occurred on 15 April when one of these depressions 
moved to the north of METRO, but this low weakened on 16 
April. However, by this time low E was developing to the 
south of WIETRO and moving eastwards to give northerly winds 
of 33 knot[j on 18 Aprilo On 19 April low F was south of 
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Iceland and this too moved eastwards to reach the Baltic 
on 21 April. At the same time a high pressure area developed 
over Greenland and the western part of the Norwegian Sea. 
Hence, winds at METRO were in the northeast quadrant at 
20-30 knots until 23 April. 
On 24 April low G was southwest of Iceland and pres-
sure was high over southern Scandinavia. Wj_nds at METRO be-
came southerly at 42 knots. Low G moved northwards, but 
low H developed in the Denmark Strait on 25 April and moved 
to a position northvvest of METRO on 27 April, so that winds 
there were southwesterly at 30 knots on 25-27 April. On 
27 April low I·was developing over Iceland and it moved 
northeastwards, giving westerly 30 knots winds at lVIETRO. 
On 30 April a change occurred. Pressure 'became high 
over Greenland and low over northern Scotland, so that 
winds at METRO became northerly, 15 knots. The 101fv pressure 
area moved to southern Scandinavia and remain there until 
3 May, with vvinds at METRO in the northeast quadrant, 20-30 
knots. On 4 May a large depression (low J) was situated 
just west of the British Isles and pressure was'high from 
Greenland to Scandinavia. 17inds became easterly, 15-20 
knots, at METRO and remained so until 8 May. By 9 May low 
J had filled and drifted to the Faroes region where it 
persisted until 11 May: winds at METRO became southeasterly, 
10-15 blOts, and then northeasterly, less than 10 knots. A 
ridge of high pressure extended from the Azores to METRO 
on 12 May and the next day a weak 101'1 developed over sou th-
ern Scandinavia and the Baltic, so that \ivinds at lVIETRO 
Vlere in the northwest-northeast quadrant, 10-15 knots. On 
15 May a high pressure area became established over the 
southern Norvvegian Sea and a low pressure area (low K) over 
the British Isles, As low K moved towards southern Scandi-
navia on 16 May, winds at METRO changed from ·westerly, 12 
knots to northerly, 20 to 30 l\:nots. Low K then proceeded 
to move slowly northwestvmrds and by 19 and 20 May was 
positioned northeastwards of METRO: winds changed from 
northwesterly, 10-20 knots, on 17 May to vvesterly, 8-34 
knots, on 19 May and to southvvesterly, 20 knot::?, on 20 May. 
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BOTTOM TOPOGRAPHY 
The bottom topography along the section is shown in 
:Pigure 2a. It is derived from echo sounder records obtained 
from R.V. "Ernest Holt" on one of its crossings. It can be 
seen that the section cros;3ed the continental slope and 
started at about 500 m depth in the east and reo..ched 
3400 m depth in the west. '.rhere is a break in thG slope 
betvreen 20 30 I E and 4 0 E (Stations 6-10 ) at 1400 m depth, 
Buoy Stations A and 13 were situated to the east of- this 
break and buoy Stations C and D immediately vvest of it. 
Beyond the break the slope falls rapidly towards the abyssal 
zone at 3000 111 depth and Station]) is close to this zone, 
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THE HY])ROGRAPHIC SECTIONS 
The temperature and salinity conditions are subject 
to great variations with respect to space and time. In the 
mean stations, however, short periodic or random fluctua-
tions are eliminated by the process of averaging the depth 
of the iso11nos. The me811 stations and the sections there-
fore show the stationary or the quasi stationary ,part of the 
field, 
It may furthermore be shoym- from the ,mean sections 1 
as well as from those based on single stations, that the 
isotherms coincide very closely with the -iso11alines •. The 
most conspiccous and characteristic features may thercfore 
be illustrated by considering the .isotherm distribution 
through a mean secti-on (Fig. 4). 
The western side of the secti.o11shows admixture of 
Arctic, vvater, . probably related to a tongue of the East 
Iceland Arctic Curr,ent.. (Helland-Hansen and Nansen 1909). 
·The magnitude. of the intruding water varies from one sec-
tion.to -the next due to meandering current 8.l1.d lateral,' 
deviation. Further, cast th.e .isolines appear slightly wavy, 
but mainly horizontal till near the Dcean Weather Station 
lV1ETRO (2 0 E) where. the is aline s. de-clines steeply towards 
east. These conditions appear very constant and stable, 
thus clearly seen on all single sect.ions as wel] as on the 
mean section~ This configuration may to some extent explain-
the apparently.random and abrupt variations which have 
previously been noticed on the data from Weather Station 
METRO (JllIosby 1959), because a comparatively' small .lateral 
deviation will obviously give perceptible difference in 
depth of the isolines. The isolines related to the deeper 
vvater masses rise towards the continental slope, probably 
due to deep vrater transport towards north. (.rhe isolines 
related to the upper layers decline tOVlards east near the 
slope, indicating .. strong geostrophic currents ,towards north. 
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We may tl1erefo:re conclude that the transi tion layer 1Je-
comes more narrow towards east. The temperature gradient 
is twice as great in the eastern part as in the western 
part of the section. The salini ty shov{s the same feature 
and even greater difference lJetween the vertical· gradients 
at the eastern and the·western side of the section. 
The effect of the vertical mixing will not be studied 
any further in this report, but only mentioned as one of 
the problems which should be paid attention to in future 
investigations. 
·The hydrographic features which have been dealt with 
above, may also be seen on the sections based on single 
stations although in a more obscure form. 
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GENERAL DE~3CRIPi.LION Ol!l THE CURRENT SYSTEMS IN THE NORWEGIAN SEA, 
The Norwegian Sea is dominated by a system of surface 
currents) fo:rming a great counterclockwise circulation (Fig, 9), 
The Atlantic current enters the Norwegian Sea mainly 
through the Faroe-Shetland Channel~ and runs in northeasterly 
direction following the continental slope along the coa~t of 
Norrmy, Further north it i3pli ts in-co different bnmches ~ one 
of vrhich runs into the Barents Sea, another contineous north-
westward along the coast of Spitsbergen and fiTIally enters 
the Polar Sea, At about 77°-780 N one branch turns westvvard, 
crossing the Norvvegian Sea forming a subsurface current 
under the East Greenland current, 
The East Greenland current originates in the Polar Sea 
running southwestvrard along the continental slope of the 
eastcoast of Greenland, and leaves the Norwegian Sea through 
the Denmark Strait: North of Iceland the East Iceland current 
runs southeastvrard, following the Iceland-Faroe ridge, One 
part of it crosses the ridge and runs into the Atlantic 
Ocean, while another part is absorl)ed by the A tlEU1 tic current, 
AssociCLtec1 vvith the prinoipal ourrents along the border 
of the Norrregian Sea there are two major eddies, one in the 
sou thern and one in the northern part of the N orvvegimi Sea, 
Together with numerous smaller qUQsictGtionary eddies, they 
cover the extcm:Ji ve area:J where lateral mixing take s place. 
Throuch these gyrals vrater masses related to the East 
GreenlEU1d and East Ioeland curren tEJ are intermittently tran-
sported to the eastern part of the Norwegian Sea where tra-
ce 8 of the se water masse s [,lay be encountered, 
The Uorwegian coastal current comprices Vlater of Bal·~ic 
origin, together vrith run off \vater froE1 land. The coaotal 
water is cha:racterized. by low salinity and temperature, the 
related current runs mainly northwards along the continent, 
forming a border betrleen the A tlantio cu:rren t and the coast. 
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~Llhe Norvvegian Sea deep water is generally considered 
a homogeneous watertype where only very low current speeds 
are found, Reccmt inve stiga tions, horvever 1 sh01.:'1 rela ti vely 
great current speeds, particularly neal~ the continental 
slope. 
The :rresent work does not compl~ice investigations on 
the deep water which will consequently not be dealt with 
any further" 
THE CURRENT CONDITIONS 
The data obtained by the current meters have 'been 
corrected and applied for preliminary analysis according 
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to the stal1.dard program at Geophysical Institute. The object 
of this analy,sis was mainly to reveal the characteristic 
features of the current and the tempGrature fields. 
The current component histograms (Figs. 10 - 13) 
show the magnitude and th", prinoipal current conditions at 
the respective stations. At Station A thore is al1 obvious 
instrumental failure, most likely due to a blind sector in 
the oompass. 
At Station A the ourrent meter was located to 200'm 
depth and the current speed varies between 10-75 cm/sec, 
most frequ0l1tly 25-30 cm/sec. The meaJ.l north ComlJonent is 
12.7 cm/sec, thG mean east component -4.2 cm/sec, and the 
most frequGlrt direction is 290-300 0 magnetic. The latter 
value s should be regarded vvi th care, due to the errors 
mentioned above. 
The progressive vector diagram (Fig. 180,) indicates 
a northwesterly vlater transport during the period concerned. 
At bu6y Station n the current meter uas located at 200 m 
dqJth, and the registrations show qui te unique current con-
ditions. The speed ranges betl7een 0-50 cm/sec, most fre-
clucmtly betrreen 15-20 cm/sec. The mean north component is 
only 0.2 cm/ sec rrlwreas the DlGan east component is 10 cm/ sec. 
Consequently, at this station there is an eastward directed 
floH vrith small or insignificant components tovvards north 
and south. This feature is also clearly seen on the progres-
sive vector diagram which indicates a ]JGriod of about one 
month. 
Buoy Station C was anchored in the vicinity of the 
Ocean Weather Station METRO and the current meters were 
located at 200 111 and 350 m depth. Unfortunately, the instru-· 
ment at 350 m vIas lost during the launching, and the instru-
ment at 200 m depth failed after 20 days. The registrations 
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obtained during the first 20 days, shovl relatively stable 
currents, n:linly directed tovrards north. The current speed 
ranges from 15-80 cm/sec most frequently between 20-55 cm/ 
scc, thus a rclatively strong current to'wards north. Average 
north component is 25 cm/sec mId average east component is 
determined to 2.4 cm/sec. 
On Station D the current meter uas located at 3~0 m. 
'rhe current concH tionf:3 are obviously quite stable and very 
similar to those on Station C. 
The current speed varies betrreen 10-GO cm/sec, most 
frequently betl7een 25-30 cm/Dec. The most frequent current 
direction is 350-360 0 • 
Meml north component is 17.3 cm/sec and the mean eGst 
component is 0.4 cm/sec. Comparing the progressive vector 
diagram for Stations C and D, there is a striking simi-
lari ty 1Jehveen the tvvo trac ks for the period concerned. The 
progressive vector diagram for Station D (Fig, 180.) shows 
a strong eastvvard flow during the period 21 ... 25 April. 11he 
temperature registr6tions shOTIS a drastic rise of about 40 
for the some period, indicating that the instrument has 
beem located in entirely different VIQ ter mas.se s. 11he tempe-
rature decreases towards west, and the rise of temperature 
ca:rmo t be explcLined by a me re la teral movement. The average 
vertical temperaturegradient have been determined to about 
0.019 0/111, O,nd the temperature increase thus corre spond.D to 
0, vertical displacement of about 210 m. It can be shovm 
.thO,t a lu\,( pressure system Hi th eorre:3ponding strong south-
nesterly Y1inc1s has pa.ssed the buoy station during this 
period. A closer examination of the current registrations 
shoY!s current speeds exceeding 50 cm/ s(~c directed torrards 
east/northeast till about 0300 hour on ;~pril 26. J...bout this 
time the current di.rection chrulges abruptly tmvardEl north/ 
northwest. The moment for this event seems to correspond 
very closely v1i th a frontpassage indicated on the vVGather-
maps. 
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it similar temperature increase is seen on Figure 7, 
Station D for the period April 6-12 TIithout the same effect 
on the corresponding current condition. lit Station C there 
is no current speed registrations after April 22. However, 
the current direction has been recorded show"ing the same 
change in current direction as on Station D. The temperature 
registrations at Station C, Figure 7 shows periodical ver-
tical c1isplacements and does not reveal 8l1y particular rise 
of temperature for t.i.1G period \7hich has been dealt vii th 
above, 
It iE: reason to believe that the phenomena which have 
been discussed is closely related to the propagation and 
passage of the rreathersystem. An investigation of" these 
condi tions is considered to be of great importance, l)u t 
beyond the intention of this report. 
The progressive vectordiagram' (Fig, 18a) shoVTs that 
the average watertransport ranges from 10-26 cm/sec. The 
maximal average speed which 17m3 found at buoy Station C 
may not be considered relevant, because this speed is 
lJased on a shorter period of observQ tion when strong cur-
rents were recorded on all buoy stations. 
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Harmonic DJlalysis ,vi th respect to diurnal and semi-
diurnul tidal periods has been applied to the current compo-
nen ts, The analysis has been l)erformed stepwi se, applying 
72 consecutive hourly observations for each step. 
Ourrent ellipses have been determined for the diurnal 
and semicl.iurnal components, Histograms, showing the most 
frequent length of the long axes and the most frequent 
orient.:ltion is given in Figure 18b. 
Based on the analysis indicated above the tidal current 
contribution may briefly be characterized as follows: 
eng 0 L th f 1 oni:;' axes 
Diurnal SemidLurnal 
Max. Most frequent Max. Most frequent 
St. cm/ sec cm/ sec- cm/sec cm/sec 
J\. 24 12-15 2~- 3-6 
B 21 3-6 27 0-3 
0 36 6-9 3G 3-6 
D 30 9-12 24 9-12 
On Stations JJ., Band 0 the diurnal contributions arc 
greater than the semidiurnal. J~t Station D, hovvever, the 
semidiurnal is more frequently the greater. It can bc shuv-m 
that the r['ctio betv{een the short and the long axes is gene-
rally rather small, thus giving "flat lt ellipses. The orien-
tation of the long axes is, for all stations, consentrated 
around 1800 • The tidal current rrill therefore give contri-
bution mainly in the east/west direction. At Stations 11 and 
B the current is found to rotate both rrays with no domina-
ting direction. On Stations C and D, howevor, the current 
is most frequently rotating clockwise. 
The present analysis should be regarded as preliminary 
reoul ts wJ:J.ich has beem made in order to indicate the magni-
tude and the main characteristic;-" of the tidal contribution, 
1J. more sophisticQted analysis nill be performed Qt Woods 
Hole Oceanographic Institution, comprising power spectrum 
and harmonic analysis vd th respect to the tidal consti-
tUGnces. 
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GEOSTROPHIC CURRENT 
The meridional geostro])hic current acros,s the section 
is illustrated by Figures 19-23. The reference level is the 
pressure surface at 1000 m depth? except at the eastern end 
of the section approaching the continental shelf, where it 
is the pressure surface at 600 m depth. 
Figures 19 and 20 show the mean concli tions and it 
is clear that there are three major zones of north-going 
flow and one minor zone, whilst there are four zones of 
sou th-going flow. The meaT1 speed of the' north-going flow 
is maximal. in the middle of the section, betvveell Stations 
9 and 10, where it reaches 15 cm/sec -1 near the surface. 
It reaches 11 cm/sec -1 in a zone at the eastern end of the 
section, between Stations 1 and 3, and 8 cm/sec -1 towards 
the western end, between Stations 14 and 15. The mean speeds 
of the south-going flow are much less and are maximal at 
7 cm/ sec -1 at the v{estern end of the section, between 
Stations 19 and 20 and in a zone towards the eastern end, 
between StQtions 6 and 7. The streakiness of the geostrophic 
flow reflects the wavine,ss of the isotherms 8l1d isohalines 
in the mean temperature and salinity distributions given 
in Figures 3 and LI·, 
The changes in the geostrophic current with time are 
shown in ]1igures 21-23 and the outstanding feature of these 
three figures is the permanence of the alternating bands 
of north and south-going current. Further, it can l)e seen 
t,fl,a t the instantaneous flow can reach speeds which are 
twice those of the mean flow. At the surface there are 
three clearly defined bands of permanent north-going flovv 
which do not change their positions greatly during the 
entire period of the survey. 
(I) 
(11) 
(Ill) 
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at the eastern end of the section between 40 
and 6 0 E; varying in width between 20 and 40 
n.miles; speeds up to 30 cm/sec -1 and more 
in the centre of the section between 10and 
30 30'E; varying in width between 10 and 40 
n.miles; speeds up to 30 cm/sec -1 and more 
towards the western· end of the section be-
tween lOW all.d 2oE; varying in vddth between 
/ 
-1 20 and 60 n.miles; speeds up to 20 cm sec 
and more. 
Between these are similar permanent bands of south-
going flow vii th similar widths and velocities. Thus, changes 
from a 30 cm/sec -1 north-going flow to a 30 cm/sec -1 
south-going· flow can occur within a distance of 15 n.miles, 
for example, between Stations 6 and 8 on 14 April. 
There are also bands of flow which are less permanent 
features. For instance, after 27 April an extra band of 
south-going flow and an extra band of north-going flow 
appear at the eastern end of the section. Similarly, extra 
bands appear in the middle of the section at the beginning 
of April. 
At 200 m depth the pattern of flow is somevvhat less 
complex, but the main features are similar to those found 
at the surface. The speeds are. less than those at the sur-
face. Only that part of the section vvhich is in the vicinity 
of Station D is included in the 350 m diagram (Fig. 23), but 
it repeats the features of the 200 III diagram and shoWs a 
further reduction in speed with increasing depth. 
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GEOSTROPHIC MASS TRANSPORT 
~rhe distribution of the potential energy anomaly 
along the section (Fofonoff 1962) against time for the 
period of the survey is given in Figure 24a. The spacing 
of the isopleths allovvs the magnitude of the north-going 
and south-going mass transport to be seen at any point at 
any time. This transport is that between the surface and 
1000 m depth, except at the eastern end of the section where 
it is that between the surface and 600 m depth. The alter-
nating bands of north and south-going flow seen in the 
geostrophic current analysis are, of course, readily apparent. 
The heaviest mass transport to the north occurs close to 
the continental shelf between 50 cmd 60 E and in the middle 
of the section between 2°30 1 and 3°30 I E. The latter flow 
is flanked on its eastern side by the heaviest south"':'going 
transport. The mean mass transport of Atlantic water, (de-
fined as water with a salinity greater than 35 ~)9 be-
tween successive pairs of stations along the section for 
the period of the survey is shown. in Figure 24b. It has 
the same features as the geostrol)hic current pattern and 
the mass transport. The mean total transport of Atlantic 
water amounts to 1.55 x 106 tonnes/sec -1 northwards, 
whereas the mean total mass trancport as defined above 
amounts to 1.08 x 106 tonnes/:-:Jec -1 northwards. Thus there 
is a mean total transport southwards of 0.47 x 106tonnes/ 
-1 
sec below the Atlantic water. 
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DISCUSSION 
The geostrOl)hic currents sho17vn in Figures 19-23 can 
be compared with the observed currents shovvn in :Pigures 14-
18a. Figure 22 indicates clearly that the geostrophic 
current in the vicinity of Station A changes direction in 
the same way as the observed current at 200 m depth at 
Station A given in Figure 14, The observed current is pre-
dominantly north-going as is the geostrophic flow. There 
are two periods with a south-going component in the ob-
served flow, 15-20 April and 12-16 May, and these are the 
only two periods of south-going geostrophic flow. 
Comp['.rir30n of Figures 15 and 22 shovvs that at Station 
B a north-·going component at 200 m depth changes to a south-
going one· on 6 April in both the observed an(1 geostrophic 
flows but, vvhereas the observed current reverses again on 
8 April Etnd stays with a north-boing component until 12 
April, the geostrophic floY1 remains south-going until 29 
April, apart from a short period of rcveroal on 15--20 April. 
The observed flow is south-going from 12 ~\pril until 24 
April when the llorth-going· componen t reappeOTS ond remains 
uninterrupted until 17 May; on the other hand, the geo-
strophic flovv seems to remain north-going after 29 April 
apart from a short period between 6 and 10 May. These dis-
agreements between the observed and geostrophic flows are 
very probably due to nothing more than the way in which the 
isopleths were drawn in Figure 22; the analyst who prepared 
this figure ViaS not allovved to see Figure 15. It is easy to 
adjust the isopleths to bring the direction of geostrophic 
flovv into agreement with that of the observed. 
Figure 16 shows that the observed current at 200 m 
depth at Station C was north-going from 5 to 22 April, 
except during 8 and 9 April. This is in agreement vvi th 
Figure 22. 
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However, Figure 17 shows the observed current at 
350 m at Station D had a north-going component over all 
the period 6 Aprtl-18 May, whilst Figure 23 shows the geo-
strophic flow to have been largely south-going. Part of 
this disagreement could again be due to the vvay in which 
Figure 23 l.s dravm, but not all of it, as is shown by the 
fact that a south-going geostrophic flow occurs in the 
mean distri lJutions betvveen Stations 12 and 13, which 
straddle Station D (Figs. 19 and 20). 
From Figure 18a it is possible to obtain the mean 
speed of the north-going component over the whole period 
during which a current meter was 'working and to compare 
thi s \lvi th the mean speed of the geo strophic flow given in 
Figure 19. Such a comparison gives the following results:-
Mean Speed 
Station Observed N-going 
component (cm/sec -1) 
A (200 m) 13 
B (200 m) 0 
D (350 m) 18 
Mean Speed 
Geostrophic N-going 
component (cm/sec -1) 
8 
o 
-1 
Station C cannot be considered in this way because the 
current meter did not function for the vvhole period of 
the survey. This comparison brtngs out the striking dis-
agreement between the observed and geostrophic flOl'! at 
Station D, The method is not completel;l valid, however, 
because the current meter were working continuously whereas 
the geostrophic mean values are based on 17 discrete ob-
servations. A better method might be to compare the current 
meter observations at the actual times of the 17 crosGing;.3, 
as given in Figures 14-17 with the geostrophic values ob-
tained then. However, it proves difficult to decide which 
is the correct speed of the geostrophic current because 
of the way in which Figures 22 and 23 have to be drawn, In 
the first place, these figures are based on the values of 
the mean geostrophic current over successive 10 11, miles. 
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intervals and these are plotted at the midpoints of suc-
cessive pairs of stations? so that a certain amount of 
smoothing is introduced. In the second place? the drawing 
of the isopleths depends on the judgement of the analyst. 
Thus, the values of the speed of the geostrophic current 
derived from Figures 22 and 23 are not completely reliable? 
particularly in areas where steep gradients occur. Station 
A is in such an area, cmd in addi tion suffers from the dis-
advantage that it is close to the point where the reference 
level changes. The difficulty of drawing isopleths in the 
region of Station B has already been mentioned. If we 60n-
sider Stations 0 and D where the difficulties are less? 
then we find that at Station O? at 200 m depth for the six 
crossings which were made before the current meter stopped 
functioning, the mean differcmce betvveen the observed north-
going component and the geostrophic current, amounts to 
11 cm/sec -l? with the observed values the higher (south-
going components being regarded as negative). The maximal 
difference was found on crossing No. 5 vrhen the observed 
/ -1 ! -1 value was 49 cm sec and the geostrophic 20 cm ,sec . 
At Station D, at 350 m depth for the 16 crossings that 
were made before the current meter was recovered, the mean 
difference is 16 cm/ sec -1 "vi th the observed values the 
higher: the greatest difference WQS on crossing No. 8 when 
the observed value was / -1 . 34 cm sec and the geostrophlc 
/ 
-1 
-4 cm sec . It is of interest to note that at both sta-
tions there is a tendency for the hit;hest difference to 
occur during the two periods of low temperature recorded 
by the two meters and shown in Figure 7. 
During crossings Nos. 2 and 4,\R.V, "Ernest Holt" 
used GEK: the north-going current component so obtained 
is shown in Figure 21. A multiplier of 34.5 to convert 
milli vol ts to cm/ sec -1 rms used following the vrork of 
Vaux (1965) at Andenes. No agreement can be seen between 
this component and the geostrophic current. In fact, if 
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the sigTl of the GEl( record was reversed it would agree 
much better. This lack of agreement between the GEl( signal 
and the geostrophic current is surprising in view of the 
good agreement found by Lee (1962) at 74°25'N latitude in 
the continuation of the current which we are examining 
here, 
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VERTICAL OSCILLATIONS 
It has been mentioned above that the depth of the iso-
lines vary greatly with respeot to spaoe and time, The short 
periodio variations are presumably eliminated by the prOO(:}si3 
of 25 hours rUlU1.ing mean, a prooesG nhioh reduoes the ampli--
tudes of th8 long periodio variations as well. In a similar 
way the prooess of averagin~ reduce,s the vertical variations 
of the isolines in the mean sections. Provided the oscil-
lations are due to progressive waves or travelling whirls, 
the effect will vanish in the mean sections due to the same 
process of averaging, 
Standard deviation for the derrl:;h of the isothermE) has 
therefore been determined in order to indicate the relative 
magnitude of the vertical displacements or amplitudes 
(Fig, 6), Average temperature has been determined by apply-
ing the method of 25 hours running mean on the temperature 
recordings from the ourrent meters (Fig. 7), A more compa-
rable parameter is the standard deviation of the temperature 
devided by the vertical temperature gradient. 
It may thus be shovl11. that the maximum amplitudes are 
normally located at 200-300 m depth, whioh corresponds vvith 
the middle depth of the A tlantio Ivater. Further down the 
vertical displ~cement seems to decrease towards bottom, 
]1igure 6 inc1ioatos that the magni tude of the ampli tudes 
increaseD eastDards towards the ooast. This feature is 
confirmed by the registrations on the buoy stations, 
The investigations c1eal t vIi t11 comprioes only obser-
vationf::"l taken along a vertical seotion 1 and it iE, therefore 
impossible to tell anything about propagatioll speed or di-
rection, Neither is it possible to state whether the oscil~ 
l::1tions are duo to internal wavei3 or whirls, 3mlon (1959) 
concludes that -\"ihirls are the most probable explanation. 
Internal waves Ivhich have been reflected from the coast may 
also cause similar configurations. 
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Observations on short periodic variations with respect 
to time were carried out at position 11 in the vicinity of 
buoy Station C, Hydrographic stations 1TverG talwn at hourly 
intervals; from May 20 at 1500 hours to May 21 at 1800 hours, 
thus covering a period of 27 hours. 
The isotherms are plotted versus time in Figure 26; 
indicating oscillations where the periods are about 6 
hours, The greatest amplitudes appGar at 200 m and at 700 m 
depths. Irhi8 is in agreemGnt Hi th fact that thG grGatGst 
standard deviation for the depth of thG isotherms is gene-
rally found at 200 m depth. The layer between 200 and 700 m 
seems subjGcted to only very small vertical oscillations. 
Periods of 6 hours are frGquently found in, the 
Norwegian Sea. (HGlland-Hansen and Nansen 1909). 
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:F'INAL RE],'[jiliKS 
In the preceding chapters o'f this report we have 
shovm hoyv our knowledge of the physical oceanography of 
the Norwegian Sea has been extended by the 1967 study of 
variability. It is clear that there are various problems 
vlhich require further inve stiga tion. :F'or example, vve need 
to see whether the ])attern of alternating bands· of north-
and south-going flows is repeated at other seasons and at 
the same i3eason in other years; to investigate the mechanisms 
responsilJle for this pattern and the effect of various 
Vlea ther systems upon it and upon the temperature and sali-
nity distributions; and to study the reasons for the dif-
ference between the ol)served flow and the geostrophic in 
tne midclle of the section. The further analysis of the 
data collected will without doubt yield even more kno\:vlodge 
and further problems J and in this connexion ViO think that 
the power spectrum o.nd harmonic analysis might yield in--
formation about the tidal and inertial currents and that 
detailed statistical analysis might throw more light on 
the correlations between the fluctuations in various para-
meters. 
However, it is already clear from the analysis so 
far that further experiments in the l'iforwGgian Sea in the 
region of the 66 0 N parallol would be a fruitful line of 
researoh. We feel that such investigations should l)e three 
dimonsional so as to take into account the variability in 
the north-south direction as well as the east-vrest, and 
that the period of observation should be longer than 2 
monthE3. There is an obvious need for more buoy stations 
than were used in 1967J and the number of depths sampled 
by recording instruments at each station should be in-
creased. Such a programme would not call for a large 
number of rGsearch ships: one or two in the area at the 
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same time over the whole period of the survey would be suf-
ficient, These vessels should keep the buoy stations under 
surveillance and should mw{e temperature and salinity ob-
servations, preferably with temperature-salinity-depth 
recording systems, and studies of the weather development 
in conjunction wi th the vleather ship at Ocean Vveather Sta-
tion METRO. There is probably a need to study the Lag-· 
grangian form of the motion as well GS the Eulerian. This 
could be done by using neutrally-buoyant (Swallow) floats. 
Such a programlne vlould need to be organized on an inter-
nntional basis, but 'lve think that its execution would not 
call for more than three participating countries from 
Europe. We hope that the International Council for the 
Exploration of the Sea will give this proposal due con-
sideration at its 1968 meeting. 
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TABLE I 
Hydrographic Sections. 
Iif 0 • Shi.:e Dates 
1 "Ernest Halt" 4-7 April 
2 
" " 
7-9 April 
3 
" " 
9-11 April 
4 If 
" 
12-14 April 
5 "Helland-Hansen lr 17 ... 19 April 
6 11 
" 
19-22 April 
7 " " 22-24 April 
8 "Ernest Halt" 29 April-2 May 
9 It " 2 ... 4 May 
10 
" " 
4-5 May 
11 
" " 
5-7 May 
12 IlHellalld-Hansen" 10 .... 11 May 
13 
" 
11 11-12 May 
14 
" " 
13-14 May 
15 
" " 
14 ... 15 May 
16 
" 
11 16-17 May 
17 
" " 
17-18 May 
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TABLE 11 
IlPolarfront I" "Polarfront 11" 
Date Station Station Date StEttion Station 
Humber T;zpe number Typ8 
1/4 1033 1 3/4 249 2 
18/4 1034 2 4/4 250 3 
19/4 1035 3 6/4 251 1 
22/4 1036 1 7/4 252 3 
24/4 1038 2 8/4 253 3 
27/4 1039 3 10/4 254 2 
Total 6 stations 11/4 255 3 
J_2/4 256 3 
Observation depths {metersL 13/4 257 1 
• 44444b*, ? . 14/4 258 3 
Station Station Station 2/5 259 3 ]:;Y}2e 1 TY12e 2 ,TY}2e 3 
3/5 260 1 
0 0 0 5/5 261 3 
10 10 50 6/5 262 3 
25 25 150 8/5 263 2 
50 50 300 9/5 264 3 
75 75 L~OO 10/5 265 3 
100 100 600 11/5 266 1 
150 150 1000 17/5 267 3 
200 13/5 268 3 
300 16/5 269 3 
400 18/5 270 1 
500 
600 Total 22 stations 
800 
1000 
1200 
1500 
1800 
Bottom 
rig. 1. Bathymetrio chart of the southern p~~t vi ~he 
Norwegian Sea showing position of GSoN Section. 
buoystation and Ocean Weather Station METRO. 
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